
In the 2014-15  academic year, Y6 pupils are taught the pre-2014 programmes of study for maths, English and science in preparation for the 2015 tests. In 2016 new tests will be available.

English Maths Science

Narrative texts Counting and partitioning Forces in action

The power of imagery Securing number facts and understanding shape Changing circuits

Extending narrative Handling data and measures Light

Non-fiction texts Calculating, measuring and understanding shape

Biography Securing number facts, relationships and calculating

Autobiography

Journalistic writing

Spring term Narrative texts Counting and partitioning Reversible and irreversible changes

Fiction genres Securing number facts and understanding shape Separating materials

Poetry Handling data and measures

Finding a voice Calculating, measuring and understanding shape

Non-fiction texts Securing number facts, relationships and calculating

Argument

Formal and impersonal writing

Persuasion

Summer term Narrative texts Counting and partitioning Micro-organisms

Short stories with flashbacks Securing number facts and understanding shape Chains and webs

Authors and texts Handling data and measures Animals, including humans 

Non-fiction texts Calculating, measuring and understanding shape Health and hygeine

Reading and writing non-fiction Securing number facts, relationships and calculating

Revision units



Computing Design and Technology Art and design

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Drawing

E-communication and digital research Electrical systems -an alarm to alert peopleto an air raid Portraits (people from WWII)

Understanding and using search engines Francis Bacon

Accuracy and copyright Pablo Picasso

Computer networks (data transfer, sending and receiving data)

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Sculpture

Text and graphics Ancient Greece

Keyboard and typing skills Potery and repeating patterns

Composing, editing and formatting text

Importing and editing graphics

Publishing and presenting text and graphics

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Great designers in history

Coding Food and nutrition Painting

Algorithms Celebrating culture and seasonality Patrick Coulfield

Programs Creating a yeast based snack for sports day

Logical reasoning

Control and data logging

Write programs that control devices

Write programs whch use increasingly comlex sectins and repetition



Geography History Foreign Language

Place knowledge Chronological knowledge beyond1066 Spanish - learning vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures to talk about family

Landscape Significant turning points in British history WWI and WWII Songs and games

Study of a region of North America Visit to Eden Camp

Alaska

Human and physical geography

Habitat

Economy

Ancient Greece Celebrations - language related to celebrations

A study of Greek life and achievements and their influence on the western world Portraits - asking and answering questions, labelling parts of the body

Biomes, vegetation and climate The Four Friends - language related to animals within the story

Growing things - language related to growing, vegetables and the life cycle of a plant 



Music Physical Education Personal, social, health and economic education Religious Education

Convention for the rights of the child

Singing Netball Drawing up a class charter for Rights and responsibilities Rites of passage

High five rules New beginnings Christianity, Islam and Buddhism

Key skills Getting on and falling out Festivals, Beliefs and Practices - what do gospel stories tell us about the birth of Jesus?

Matches Article 9 - Children should not be separated from parents…

Outdoor and adventurous activities Article 38 - Children under 16 should not be allowed to join the army

Visit to Robinwood Article 22 - Refugee children

Gymnastics Article 28 - The right to education

Composing routines and vaulting

Dance Going for goals Expressions of faith through art – Christianity, Islam, Hinduism.

Cross country Good to be me Festivals, Beliefs and Practices - how far can the death of Jesus be seen as a victory in Christianity

Hockey Article 39 - child neglect 

Article 14 -the right to think and believe what you want and practise

your religion

Article 24 -the right to health and health services

Athletics Relationships

Cricket Changes

Transitions

Article 32 - Child labour

Article 31 - The right to leisure,play and culture

Article 33 - The right to protection from drug abuse

Article 37 - Detention and punishment


